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“My shop has become much more attractive thanks  

to this lighting, and at the same time I’m saving money  

and doing good for the environment.”

Bart Meekers, owner of Sleepy Genk
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Background
‘Life is better in bed’ is the original slogan of Sleepy: a chain of  

23 independent ‘sleep comfort specialist’ stores offering the  

latest trends in sleep comfort (mattresses, box springs, slatted  

bed bases and bed linen) as well as tailor-made wardrobes and 

walk-in wardrobes (dressing rooms). Leading in sleep comfort  

goes hand in hand with leading in sustainable lighting, thought  

Bart Meekers, owner of the Genk store – this would not only 

benefit Sleepy’s image, but it would also be financially and  

technologically advantageous.

The challenge
First of all, the new lighting needed to reduce running costs.  

It also should not produce too much heat, in order to save on the 

cost of electricity for air-conditioning. In addition, Meekers also 

preferred warm and uniform light with the same colour rendition 

in all places, to ensure that the look and feel of Sleepy’s concept 

was better represented. He had a special requirement for the  

store windows: “They create the first impression. Because my store  

is on a busy thoroughfare, I have to be able to attract attention 

quickly – I need to cut right through the daylight, so that my 

windows can be seen well from a distance.” After having consulted 

other illumination specialists, Meekers chose to collaborate with 

Philips thanks to its professional approach. An innovative lighting 

concept with energy saving in mind, supported by a virtual tour of 

the store, led to a Sleepy store fitted with 100% Philips lighting.

The solution
For general illumination the entire showroom (900 m²) was equipped 

with 35 W MASTERColour CDM-T Elite bulbs, which have superior 

light quality and a very long lifespan. To attract extra attention, the store 

windows were fitted with 70 W MASTERColour CDM-T Elites, while 

the energy-efficient MASTER LED ensures acceptable illumination 

during the night.

Benefits
The lighting concept from Philips gives Sleepy Genk some considerable 

advantages: while with standard halogen bulbs 50 W is required to 

create an equally high lighting level, the store has now been fitted with 

35 W MASTERColour CDM-T Elites, which provide more light at 

lower costs. The long lifespan of these bulbs is additionally advantageous: 

a standard halogen bulb will need to be changed after 2,000 hours, but 

MASTERColour CDM-T Elites only need replacing after 12,000 hours. 

However, the most eye-catching aspect of the MASTERColour CDM-T 

Elites is their sparkling white light and high colour rendition, which really 

brings out all the colour patterns of the bed linen. Meekers: “My shop 

has become much more attractive thanks to this lighting, and at the same 

time I’m saving money and doing good for the environment.”

  Sleepy Genk strengthens its  
sustainable image with superior,  
energy-efficient lighting from Philips 
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